Joey Korn presents

Spiritual Space Clearing from the Inside-Out
Place:

American Mountaineering Center
710 10th Street, Golden, CO 80401
Sunday, June 24, 2018
9:00 am ‒ 4:30 pm
$95

Date:
Time:
Admission:

Joey has gained a unique perspective on Space Clearing, which is very helpful in helping people improve their
lives. What makes Joeyʼs space clearing and energy work unique is that he learned almost everything he does with
dowsing and energy work from his Inner Teachers, rather than being taught by others. Joeyʼs unique perspective on
Space Clearing gets right to the cause of the problems, thereby helping people improve their lives. Many people
believe that the energies of our homes, especially detrimental Earth energies, or “geopathic stress,” can cause
illness, insomnia, financial problems, relationship problems, and more.
Joey has come to understand that itʼs the other way around: We cause most of the energy problems in our
homes with our inappropriate reactions to our stresses and strains of life‒with our intense
negativity. The natural energies of our homes are our energetic mirrors, constantly reflecting us back to us. The
more out of balance we are in our lives, the more out of balance the energies of our homes will be.
If you learn to balance your own energies, as well as the energies of others you are close to, then the energies
of your home will simultaneously come into balance.
In this jam-packed workshop, youʼll learn:
Ø How to dowse for detrimental energy fields related to underground water, human-related energies, and
electrical fields.
Ø How the energies in our homes and offices become detrimental in the first place.
Ø How to change these energies to be beneficial, using Joeyʼs Simple Blessing Process. Yes, you can even

make EMFs beneficial to you!
Ø How to create ideal energy environments, within and around you, to help attract what you most desire into
your life
Joey will also focus on the primary causes of paranormal activity, how Joey clears the causes, and a simple
way to stop such events from happening in most homes. Joey will guide everyone through a blessing to balance each
personʼs Human Energy Pattern, and real magic will happen in the room. Joeyʼs work is not just about dowsing and
energy; itʼs about life. Learn more about the benefits of attending one of Joeyʼs workshops
at http://www.dowsers.com/benefits-from-attending-joey-korns-lecture-and-workshops/
Click here to register for Joeyʼs workshop with a $50 deposit,
or call Joey & Jill at 706-733-0204 or 877-369-7464.
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